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• source-enquiryshp2012.wikispaces.com!
• Sources are a way of driving the enquiry in the lesson, not just a tack on at the start or 

the end.!
• Need to begin to blur the boundaries between academic and school history - less 

mechanistic.!
• Students are stuck in a "smash and grab" approach to source use. They write their point 

then look for a short quote to support what they are saying. Not seeing the sources in 
context.!

• Students need to develop key skills including: drawing inferences, cross referencing, 
placing sources in context, construction of sources, enquiry skills!

• Sources can be used to draw out the enquiry question - begins with the source. Need to 
move away from teaching "source questions" better to do it through enquiry!

• Slavery source. One person states things from source. Other person tries to tie this in 
with a list of possible inferences on the board. Third person gets contextual detail to look 
at. Feedback at the end. A good way of going beyond just a mechanical pick apart of the 
source. Might lead to an emergent enquiry eg. How far did slave owners destroy African 
Culture?!

• Can use a source at beginning to generate questions - parties in Germany election 
results for example. Revisit at end for kids to work out what they can now answer or to 
make inferences.!

• Source Splat - hitting parts of a source which show a particular inference. Eg, manifest 
destiny source - The American West is a story of progress....!

•  What would you add to the source to make it even better?!
• Source Taboo - Read through the source. Highlight the really key terms. Not allowed the 

key terms. One person explains the source, the other guesses which it is. This is about 
identifying differences not similarities. Gets students to draw inferences without parroting 
the source itself - a very good one for the Year 12 exam papers!

• Cross Referencing Card Activities. Cards with sources on wikispaces for medicine. Snap 
- on face value, on inferences, on disagreement. Zones of relevance. Top trumps, come 
up with a category which might make their source win. Write down their comparisons and 
categories.!

• Placing sources in historical context. Source timelines. What themes would they expect 
to see in sources from Adolf Hitler? When were each of these things a priority? What was 
hitler trying to do at each point in time? The changing priorities of the Nazi regime can be 
mapped through nazi speeches.!

• Day out in Weimar Germany to show the impact of the Weimar regime. Visit to the 
cinema, museum etc. Mona Lisa LHOOQ by Marcel Dumchamps. Your reaction vs the 
reaction of people in Weimar Germany. Give pupils a character card to do this. Helps to 
explain the clash of cultures in Weimar Germany.!

• Putting sources in context. Which diagram of digestive system is drawn by year 7 and 
which by year 10? How do you know? What in the source suggest this? Why are there 
these differences? Can then look at 2 da Vinci paintings 8 years apart.!

• Construction and reconstruction of sources - getting students to reconstruct a source 
with a different main message. Reconstructing a source from pieces - world turned 
upside down. Students try to construct a viable scene from its component parts. 



Throughout lesson students manipulate the pieces to reflect the English Civil War. At end 
they try to create something which shows the Civil War. They are able to talk much more 
lucidly and with complexity after going through the process themselves. !

• Incident report - get students to construct a report based on a staged event eg. Fall out 
between teacher and student. Look at how the students report the event. Wedgwood 
source - Charles I being carried reverently etc. how would it look with different language? 
Then look at the kind of language they have used. How will you persuade slt that your 
report is correct?!

• Source Enquiry - what does google know? What themes come out of a google image 
search? Produce a wordle of the notes that come out of these. Eg, in ind. rev search 
maybe smoke might be a key theme. A google interpretation of the ind. rev. How far does 
this tie in with what we find out?


